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(Left to right) PEP Air members Pat McSorley, Alton
King and Brian Dunham in front of Buffalo 462.
Continued on page 3.

Good day everyone, I trust you are enjoying the summer
sun. As you know we have had a very busy year so far.
On June 8th, a Piper with two onboard went missing on a
flight from Cranbrook to Kamloops. They left Cranbrook at
1503 local time for a flight to Kamloops and never made it.
442 Squadron and PEP Air set up an SHQ in Kelowna
with satellite units operating out of Cranbrook, Nelson,
Sparwood and Creston. Many hours were devoted to the
search over the twelve days. More than 38,000 square
nautical miles were searched. PEP Air utilized twenty-five
aircraft with 405 hours of flying, 5,366 volunteer hours,
seventy-two military spotters on forty-nine military flights.
Unfortunately, the missing aircraft and occupants are still
missing. PEP Air will be looking along the intended route
whenever they do a SAREX in the area.

Alton King, Director General
PEP Air - CASARA

On the other side of the coin, we have been tasked by EMBC to do some Recce flights for
how much debris is floating in some major waterways, looking for and photographing earth
dams and other items like washouts and mud slides. They photographed over five hundred
earth dams in central BC in just over three days. The Tasking Agent now has a database to
reference if we go back to get updated photos.
Now we are into the second worst year ever for forest fires in BC. Many communities have
been evacuated or put on notice to evacuate. We are only halfway through our hot summer
and it does not look like we will be seeing any amount of rain soon.
The Executive have been doing some town hall meetings in the province. We started last
week in the Central Zone. On Wednesday we were in Kamloops, Thursday in Penticton, and
Friday in Kelowna. It was a great pleasure to meet many of the members in a one-on-one
situation. We were able to bring them all up to speed on what is happening here in BC and
advise them of all the new things being rolled out. We talked about our recce flights with
EMBC, the ability to import our own 1:250 topo maps into ForeFlight, the Ground Homing
Specialist position and many other items. We also received great feed back from the
members in what they would like to see happen for all the members along with some
suggestions on how to spend the grant monies we received from the province. The next
town hall meetings will take place in Victoria on September 19 and Nanaimo 20. We will also
be scheduling the same in the Lower Mainland, NEA and NWE Zones. We hope to have the
whole province covered prior to the Zone Commanders Meeting in Richmond on October 21.
In a few days, the Western CANADA SAREX (WCS) will be taking place in La Ronge,
Saskatchewan. PEP Air will be sending two aircraft and full crews to the SAREX. It should
be quite the experience for our crews as it will be over terrain unlike anything here in BC.
Good Luck to all attending this SAREX.
I would like to take this time to thank all the
volunteers who participate throughout the province
for PEP Air – CASARA. It is your dedication to the
program that make us the best in the country.
Have a safe and happy rest of the summer.

75
YEARS

Pat McSorley
Deputy Provincial
Training Officer

On the weekend of June 2-3, 2017, 442 Squadron held celebrations to mark its 75th Anniversary
as a squadron. PEP Air has had a long relationship with 442 Squadron. The squadron is based at
19 Wing Comox, and its CASARA Liaison Officers (CLOs) and crews work with PEP Air members
on Evaluations, Field Training and Military Spotter Training activities. Operationally, PEP Air has
also supported 442 Squadron Search HQs on numerous deployed major searches over the years.
PEP Air was represented at the 75th Anniversary event by Director Alton King, along with
Executive Member Brian Dunham and Assistant Provincial Training Officer Pat McSorley. Brian
and Pat both served at 442 Squadron during their air force careers.

Several former 442 Squadron
CLOs were present at the
reunion. (Left to right, with
time frame as CLO): Ryan
"Buzz" LaPalm (2000-2002);
Mark Levesque (1997-2000);
Alton King; Brian Dunham
(1995-1998, 2001-2007); Terry
Strocel (2002-2008); Capt.
Greg Clarke JRCC Victoria
CLO (2009-present).
442 Squadron was formed in 1942, initially as a fighter squadron, and operated as such until 1958.
During the war years, the squadron earned battle honours in Europe and the Aleutians. In 1958,
442 Squadron converted to transport and rescue roles. The squadron has been based in Comox
since 1964. Over its long history, 442 Squadron has operated numerous aircraft types, (both fixed
and rotary wing) including the Spitfire, Mustang, Vampire, Lancaster, Albatross, Piasecki-Vertol,
DC-3 Dakota and the Labrador, among others. Presently, it operates the deHavilland CC-115
Buffalo and the Augusta Westland CH-149 Cormorant.
The 75th Anniversary celebrations included a meet and greet on the Friday evening, a memorial
service on the Saturday afternoon and a gala dinner in the 442 Squadron hangar on the Saturday
evening. These events were very well organized and much enjoyed by the 230 people who
attended this reunion. PEP Air wishes to congratulate 442 Squadron on reaching this historic
milestone.
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Donna Clayson, President
CASARA Yukon

Whitehorse held a Yukon Aviation
Reunion on July 21-23, the likes never
seen before in our wilderness city. The
Who’s-Who in the aviation industry
attended the weekend events, bringing the
total to at least 120. There were those who
haven’t seen one another for thirty, forty and even
fifty years so you can only imagine the stories and
memories told all weekend. Aircraft arrived on Friday delivering
their customers: Joe McBryan (Buffalo Joe) and wife Sharon flew in from
Yellowknife on Air North, Yukon’s airline, Gordon and Dawn Bartsch flew in from Oregon.
The terminal in Whitehorse was abuzz with hand shaking and back slapping. Everyone was
excited to see those they haven’t seen for decades. I was amazed at all the smiling faces as I
listened to the memories already being told before the reunion even started.

Former Great Northern Airways employees get together.
So, how did this event come to fruition? It came about because of five words. Let me
explain. Last September CASARA Yukon had a crew attending the National SAREX in
Yellowknife. Tours of Buffalo Airways’ hangar were organized and while on tour Buffalo Joe
tapped me on the shoulder. “You from Whitehorse?” he asked. I indicated I was and we had
mutual acquaintances from GNA days. Joe handed me his GNA pilot’s hat that was in the
display case and told me to put it on. He showed me the backroom where his beautiful bike
was stored along with aviation memorabilia. He mentioned he had been at a small reunion
Continued on next page.
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Yukon - Continued from previous page.
in Calgary the year before and, “Whitehorse should have a reunion.” After the tour I went
back to the hotel and sent some messages to Michael Bellamy, Danny Bereza and Joe
Redmond wondering what they thought. So what began with five simple words started the
planning for the only and biggest aviation reunion event in Whitehorse.
Due to a family death I had to hand over the reins to Danny and Gaynor Bereza and for the
next six months they were the principal organizers, I helped where I could. With numerous
volunteers they gathered sponsors’ names and door prizes, the most unique one being a glass
blown airplane designed by Lumel Glass Blowing Studio. Friday night was the meet & greet at
the Transportation Museum. It was difficult trying to be in so many places at once as the
beverages and memories flowed. Saturday morning there were tours of the Air North Hanger
and the Air Tanker Base. Luckily the Electra and air tankers were not on duty. Everyone
enjoyed the tour conducted by Brian Langevin. The afternoon was open so everyone could
tour the city, the shops and buy treasures to take home. There were many remarks on how
much Whitehorse has changed over the decades.
Saturday night a banquet was held at the
Westmark Hotel with speeches by Gordon
Bartsch, Joe McBryan and Joe Sparling.
Gordon and Dawn Bartsch are known for
owning Great Northern Airways (GNA) in the
Sixties till 1970 when the company was
bought and renamed Northward Aviation.
CF-CPY was flown by Dawn Bartsch and now
faces proudly into the wind as she sits on a
pedestal outside the Yukon Transportation
Museum. Joe McBryan gave a humorous
account of events with his company, having
everyone in stitches. Gordon spoke about his
GNA days and, of course, Dawn’s days of
flying CF-CPY. Joe Sparling, CEO of Air North
and his wife, Debra Ryan, attended as well.
Joe gave an update on Air North’s activities.
Door prizes were dispensed, speeches were
given and from what I hear, a good time was
had by all. Many times I heard remarks as to
when the next reunion will be.
Doug Phillips and Wray Tsuji chatting.
Sunday were flights donated by Rick Nielsen
in his six passenger Turbo Beaver. The Beaver
made numerous flights to Rothwell Lake, nestled amongst snow-capped mountains at the
6,000’ level. The views were spectacular to say the least. Rick flew so close to the mountains
that I’m certain I could have touched them if a window were open. As Rick handed over the
controls to Harry Burfield it was gratifying to see Harry’s huge grin. It was the second time in
forty-seven years I flew with Harry, the last in 1970 on our way to Inuvik in the GNA’s DC-3.
Many attendees took advantage of this very kind offer adding a memory not to be soon
forgotten. Sunday afternoon the group was thinning as Air North gathered up their
passengers. Aviation is what stories and memories are made of. Until next time, I don’t doubt
the attendee list will double.

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org

www.embc-air.org
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Murray Biggin, Donna Clayson, Linda Fair and
Harry Burfield out for a walk!

Two more Yukon photos....
The Transportation Museum.

As a member of both Cranbrook PEP Air and Cranbrook
Ground SAR I provide a close liaison between the two groups
but a recent phone call from Greg Bedwell, president of
Cranbrook GSAR surprised me somewhat. In short he asked,
“Would it possible to take me and Griff up for a flight?” Griff
is Greg's recently certificated SAR dog. And it was Griff (and
Greg) that recently identified the location of the missing Cache
Creek Fire Chief on their first tasking after certification.
Although Greg had Griff up with Bighorn Helicopters, and
Griff was fine, Greg wanted to ensure that Griff was okay
flying in a smaller four seat aircraft. After some discussion it
was determined that PEP Air, under our transport role, could be
requested to fly a SAR dog and his master so the flight was
arranged. Griff was very excited before getting into our Cessna
182 which had us wondering how things would go. However,
between takeoff and landing he was quietly looking out the
window as a good spotter would but later nodded off for a
quick snooze until the stall horn activated seconds before
landing. The stall horn got him going again until he exited the
aircraft. He is an incredible searcher and I joked with Greg
(and Griff) that everyone in GSAR could be replaced by dogs;
they eat less, are very patient and don't complain! Because
Griff drifted off for a snooze during the flight I don't think our
spotters have anything to worry about.
-Allister Pedersen

Cranbrook PEP Air Goes to the Dogs

Griff and Allister Pedersen
during a winter training session.
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The Creston Air Search
and Rescue Team joined
in the search for a
missing Piper Warrior
with two on board. Our
two pilots Michael Wigen
and Rob McLeod had
their planes out all week
with a full crew. Julia
Ullyott helped Robert
McLean organize the
volunteers and who was
to fly or navigate. The
crew took calls at all
hours including the wee
hours of early morning
and they were always
ready to go at a moment's
notice. We all felt sad the
couple were not found,
and will continue to
search on our training
exercise when we go out.

Michael Wigen flying his plane beside
us in this photo, as he pulled away we
got a good photo of his plane.

Creston CASARA is very
lucky to have these two
pilots, without them we
would not be able to have
Mike Stutter on the left and Rob McLeod in front of
air search, they are
appreciated very much by his Maule 5 210C. Rob has been flying for 39 years
and is our local veterinarian in Creston.
all of us here.
Jenifer Wolf
Creston Spotter
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Hope, Loss, and Fellowship in Purpose
In 2001, my brother lost his son to childhood cancer. His story was a very public one and, although we

were unable to save our own child, we were determined to save the children who followed. Being

productive can help fight your sense of loss. My family dedicated the next fifteen years raising funds

and awareness to eradicate the disease which took him from us. And, because we had walked the walk, we

vowed to support the families who were suffering the same pain.

Since my nephew's death, I have learned a lot about loss. The horrendous hole it leaves in every aspect of

your being. I think it's important to take care of each other and that's one of the reasons why I volunteer

for CASARA. It's one way I can help. I also love flying, enjoy a good adrenalin buzz, and am always up for

an adventure. I also get a real charge out of doing exceptional things with exceptional people, and CASARA

fits this bill nicely!

The expertise within the CASARA community is really quite remarkable. Just within our small base, our

combined expertise includes: IFR pilot and turbo aircraft; BC Hydro surveyor; hang glider and sailplane pilot;

GSAR volunteer; commercial aviation operator; 5,000 flying hours including 1,000 teaching; radio dispatcher;

software programmer; bush pilot; forestry worker. Our knowledge of the local terrain is extensive.

I appreciate that we tend not to complain about things that just “are”, like sore necks, turbulence, bad

weather, or that we need sleep. We just get on with the job. I especially like the fact that we recognize

who in our airplane has the most valuable experience for the particular situation, and that we listen

intently to them. This kind of camaraderie is respectful, productive, and kind; it grows with time; and it

adds to my feeling of safety. The friendly banter we have developed also keeps things light. Maybe this

would be a great way to run a country?

I don't have to tell anyone that contour searching 500' above and between glacial mountaintops, around and

through weather, and bouncing through downdrafts is not always fun. Or that I didn't really enjoy the

thermal which knocked my headset off and put my neck out when I hit the roof. Or that a near miss

with paragliders didn't scare the hell out of me. But I am stuck with the fact that our unique skill set

makes us some of the most highly qualified people for the jobs we do. And people really need our help.
My enthusiasm for CASARA is further fuelled by a recent Town Hall meeting at YLW where we were

privy to an impressive overview of the technological, procedural, administrative, and human resource

directives which our leadership is developing on our behalf. Really exciting things are coming and our value

to our communities and country will be increasing. We also heard commendations from the military, and

relayed thanks from the Simons and Robillard families for our work.

I am grateful to my fellow crew members and to our leadership at the top, who have dedicated decades

of expertise, resources, volunteers hours, and family time to make CASARA an organization I am

exceptionally proud to be part of. You have helped give me a unique purpose in this world.

Diana Birrell
CASARA - Navigator & Spotter
OPACC.org - Capacity Building
JamesFund.com - Honourary Chair
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Cranbrook GHS Course
Allister Pedersen
Cranbrook PEP Air
Training Officer &
Cranbrook GSAR
Cranbrook PEP Air saw four students take the new Ground Homing Specialist
course this spring. The academic training included ELT homing, comms,
RADeMS and mapping along with several other related topics. After some field
training, the course concluded with a joint SAREX involving an air crew, the
GHS mobile team and Cranbrook Ground SAR.
An ELT was placed in a remote off-road location. When the air crew located the
ELT, the general coordinates were passed to the ground homing team who
plotted them on a map and directed the driver of the four-man homing team to
an area where the ELT could be received on the ground. The GHS team further
refined the ELT location, and after it was determined that the ELT was off-road
in a remote area, they called in Cranbrook Ground SAR per the new PEP Air
policy requiring GSAR support for “off-road” ELTs.
The GHS team using the PEP Air homer and the GSAR team using their GSAR
homer, with some instruction from the PEP Air Training Officer, pinpointed the
ELT. Although the training officer had advised the students that ELT groundhoming callouts are “infrequent,” the joint SAREX was delayed initially by an
actual ELT transmission in the area. When the Training Officer called JRCC to
advise them of the ELT exercise, the JRCC Air Coordinator tasked Cranbrook
PEP Air to look for what was thought to be an actual inadvertently activated
ELT near Invermere which was quickly resolved by phone before Cranbrook
launched their air crew. So the Training Officer ate some crow about his
statement that ELT homings are “infrequent.”

Cranbrook GHS team from L to R
Grant Tulloch, Russ Reid,
Derrick Buck, Kyle Alderson.
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FROM THE DESK OF....
Chuck Henderson
Provincial Safety Officer

A big thank you for all who participated in the recent major SAR for a
missing Piper Warrior lost between Cranbrook and Kamloops. Other than
one incident, we completed a very difficult task to the satisfaction of the
CAF. The one “incident” I mention was an unusual event that resulted in the
injury to a Highbird pilot and his navigator, this is the story as I understand
it: Due to a boil water advisory at the Kelowna airport the Highbird pilot
boiled some water and poured it into a thermos to take with him on his next
mission. This was to be conducted at 18,000 feet in a twin Diamond with on
board oxygen. At altitude the thermos was opened (exploded?) and hot
(boiling?) water was forcefully expelled over the pilot's leg and foot resulting
in second degree burns. The navigator was also slightly injured. Fortunately
the pilot was able to retain control of the aircraft and landed successfully.
We were very fortunate that this incident didn't result in the loss of the
aircraft and crew. I wish them both a speedy and full recovery. Let's all
learn from this event and be aware that any sealed carbonized or hot liquid
containers are potential “bombs” at higher altitude. How high? I don't
know but I don't want to be the test pilot, do you? How about your fire
extinguisher? Is it damaged in any way? Butane lighters? Please pass this
information on to your fellow pilots and crew members and let's break a
potential accident chain. Fly safely out there and let's learn from the
misfortune of others.

!
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KymTrask
Provincial
Training
Officer

Congratulations to SWE, NWE and NEA Zones for passing their routine
evaluations since my last report.
The members who participated showed a very high standard of service delivery
and understanding their core deliverables. The observations of 442 Squadron
CLO (Captain Bob Evans), WO Dave Knubbly (SARtech), JRCC CLO (Captain Greg
Clarke – as he was at the time), A/PTO McSorley and myself, portray mission
ready zones able to undertake EMBC and JRCC tasks.
Recently a major SAR was conducted in the interior of BC. Approximately thirteen
PEP Air aircraft and crews were dispatched with high reliability, challenging
terrain and weather, often conducting two sorties each per day, for twelve
consecutive days. While every effort was made to locate the aircraft and two
occupants, unfortunately they were not found.
I received a very favorable report from WO Knubbly on PEP Air's activities during
the SAR. A media flight was arranged, and SCO interviewed by the media. Well
done to everybody involved!
In the near future there will be three more zone evaluations in BC (SEA, VIZ and
CTL). These evaluations provide a clear picture as to how well the zones are
functioning, and what areas need reinforcement and/or further development.
Remember that the evaluation is designed to cover normal training operations
and functions that are not normally practiced in routine training, such as media
and the 'sightings desk.' Most participants enjoy the challenge, experience
gained, and look forward to liaising with the military personnel involved.
Continued on next page.
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PTO’s Chalk Board - Continued from previous page.
The Provincial Navigation Training
Course will be held in each of our six
zones over the coming months. The
program is not ab-initio, it is for
qualified navigators to continue
honing their skills. The course will
commence Friday evening and
complete Saturday afternoon. Zone
Commanders will need to nominate
suitable candidates, as space will be
limited to sixteen members per
course. If you are interested please
talk to your ZC.
Rob Potts bench testing the system at a computer
company in Abbotsford. Photo: Kym Trask.

Taxiing out. Photo: Kym Trask.

On the Sunday following the PNTC
Pat and I will be teaching an SCO
Refresher that will include multiaircraft operations at an SHQ, as well
as troubleshooting operations. All
SCO's from a zone are welcome to
attend. ZC's will provide suitable
dates for the PNTC for their zones.
The provincial executive purchased
equipment to facilitate a four-person
procedures training for SAR. This
would entail a pilot flying a simulated
mission (using a flight simulator) with
the navigator and spotters all
performing their functions as if they
were actually flying the mission. Each
flight crew position has a screen
simulating what they would see in an
actual flight. Testing of the equipment
is on-going, and we look forward to
regular training 'flights' in the future.
Many thanks to Rob Potts, a member
of the SWE CYXX base and computer
IT guru, who volunteered his time to
purchase and customize the system
for our use. The original concept
came from Colin Bennett of
CASARAMAN, Colin (member and

Kym Trask virtually over YXX at 1,000 feet!
Photo: Rob Potts.

Continued on next page. 12

PTO’s Chalk Board - Continued from previous page.
computer programmer) designed and constructed the procedure trainer, and
has continued development for training.
Ground ELT homing is a priority item for timely prosecution of the ELT. During
regular gatherings of PEP Air members ELT homing (air and ground) should
be practiced. The National Training Officers created a Draft Ground ELT
Homing Specialist policy, the policy was approved by the CASARA National
Board of Directors (May 2017). The new national policy is consistent with PEP
Air policy.
Regular recurrent field training consisting of aircrew survival and first aid
review, navigation exercises, a simulated JRCC SAR briefing, and ground ELT
homing will continue once the navigation training is completed. Ideally we will
schedule the regular recurrent training prior to zone evaluations.
Safety is a core pillar of PEP Air
operations. If you note any
safety issues please complete a
PEP Air Safety 'Form 16' that
should be available at the signin desk for any tasks. The form
may be completed
anonymously and is protected
when complete. Remember that
safety is everyone's
responsibility.
Our provincial evaluations
continue to be of a high
standard, the professionalism
and dedication of the PEP Air
Rob Potts trying it out at ZBB. Photo: Kym Trask.
members is evident. We
continue to enjoy the
confidence of our strategic partner the Canadian Forces. If you feel unwell prior
to any assigned task please advise your Zone Commander, Search Coordinator
or Area Air Deputy so that another person is able to fulfill your role.
The Search Coordinators (SCO) perform very important functions, in support of
this the Executive approved a new PDF-fillable form with instructions, designed
for ease of completion. The instruction and forms have been distributed to all
SCOs and ZCs.
Continued on next page.
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PTO’s Chalk Board
Continued from previous page.
Captain Greg Clarke of JRCC
has been promoted to the rank
of Major, and will be leaving his
SAR role to head the Air Cadet
program in Victoria. Good luck
Greg, hope to see you and you
are always welcome at PEP Air.

CASARA member and McGill University
Arctic researcher, Dylan Clark gave a
SAR awareness presentation to the
community of Pond Inlet on July 31.
All SAR partners came together for the
presentation: Parks Canada, Rangers,
RCMP, CASARA and RCAF. We are
working together to keep everybody safe.
Thirty-five members of the community
attended the presentation.

At the Executive and Zone
Commanders meeting in April, I
voiced my concerns regarding
member turnover, and
volunteered to design a survey
of past members. The survey
design has been reviewed by
the Executive, is now complete,
and will be sent out via email in
August to members who have
left PEP Air in the last eighteen
months.
Lastly, at the Executive and ZC
Meetings in Victoria (April)
members assembled at the SAR
Memorial to pay our respects, to
our fallen colleagues.
Happy flying!
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Gate Guardians at LondonHeathrow. An Emirates A380
(small scale) at the roundabout
entrance to the airport and a BA 12
Concorde beside a taxi-way.

Photos of the “wind sock” at Whitehorse airport, Canadian
Pacific’s CF-CPY, mentioned in Donna Clayson’s article on
page 5. These photos were taken by me during a search in
July 2009. It was only days after this (unsuccessful) search
for a missing Bonanza with a couple on board, that the
plane was taken down and re-installed at the
Transportation Museum. -Trevor Black.

This newsletter requires input from you!
So, if you did anything, are, or will be
doing something in your Zone, let me
know (and thereby everyone else) with
a brief and snappy article...remember
however, that this is not the place for
the Great Canadian Novel, “How To”
pieces or those of an instructional
bent. These would best be placed as
links on our website, although
serialized articles are
acceptable...first and foremost, this
is a NEWSletter. Accompanying
interesting photos would be
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captioned. Write them, get them to
Black
Lookin
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me and I’ll do the rest.
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The deadline for the next issue is November 15

